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Throughout this note R will be a normal affine domain, i.e., R is the 
coordinate ring of a normal afftne variety X, over an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic zero. Let K denote the field of fractions of R and let C 
be a central simple algebra over K. A subring A of C is said to be reflexive 
Azumaya algebra over R iff: 
(I) the center of n is equal to R, 
(2) n is f.g. and reflexive as R-module, 
(3) A,, is an Azumaya algebra over the discrete valuation ring R, for 
every height one prime p of R. 
Two reflexive Azumaya algebras (in possibly distinct central simple 
K-algebras) are said to be equivalent if there exist Eg. reflexive R-modules 
M and N such that 
A 0; End,(M) = r@X End,(N) 
as R-algebras, where the modified tensor-product 0; is defined to be 
(-OR-)**. 
The set of equivalence classes of reflexive Azumaya algebras equipped 
with the modified tensor product as a multiplication rule is a group, the so- 
called reflexive Brauer group ,!l(R) of R or of the corresponding normal 
afftne variety X Whereas the natural morphism 
Br( R) --+ Br(K) 
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between the (usual) Brauer groups is not always a monomorphism, see, 
e.g., [ 11, we obtain [4] 
where the intersection is taken over the set of all height one prime ideals of 
R. That is, one can view the reflexive Brauer group as being the subgroup 
of Br(K) consisting of those central simple algebras which contain a 
maximal order /i which is not ramified in any height one prime. Note that 
this is independent of the particular choice of the maximal order /i. 
There is a rather vague connection between Br(R) and /l(R) (see [4]), 
0 + Pic( R) + Cl(R) + BCl( R) + Br( R) + p(R) 
where Pit(R) is the Picard group, Cl(R) the divisor classgroup, and 
BCl(R) stands for the so-called Brauer-classgroup. It is defined to be the 
set of equivalence classes of reflexive R-modules M such that End, (M) if 
tg. projective with respect to the relation 
M-N iff M@XP=N@XQ 
for some f.g. projective R-modules P and Q. Note that BCl(R) is a group 
under the modified tensor product and 
[M] ’ = [iv*] 
Another noteworthy property of reflexive Azumaya algebras is that projec- 
tivity as R-modules implies Aumaya. 
In order to get a feeling for what a possible description of the reflexive 
Brauer group might be let us investigate the low-dimensional cases first. 
dim(R) = 1, i.e., X is a curve. Then, of course, any height one prime is 
maximal so reflexive Aumaya implies Azumaya and hence Br(R) = /l(R). 
dim(R) = 2, i.e., X is a surface. Then it is no longer true that every 
reflexive Azumaya is Azumaya. For example, let R = @[x, y, z]/(x” - yz) 
be the affine cone, then Cl(R) z Z/2L and is generated by a ruling P. Then 
A = End.(R@P) 
is a reflexive Azumaya algebra, but computing its Formanek center gives 
m2 where m = (x, JJ, z) so A is not Azumaya in the top. 
Nevertheless, any reflexive Azumaya algebra is Azumaya on the open set 
of regular points since any reflexive module over a regular local ring of 
dimension < 2 is free and free reflexive Azumaya algebras are Azumaya. 
So, P(R) = k-(X,,,). 
dim(R) > 3. Then it is no longer true that a reflexive Azumaya algebra is 
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Azumaya on the whole open set Xreg of regular points, even when R is 
regular. For example, take R = C[x, y, z] and let A4 be the kernel of the 
natural R-module morphism 
R.a@R.h@R.c+R 
sending a + x, b -+ y, c + z. Then IV is a reflexive R-module which is not 
projective in the origin. Therefore, its endomorphism ring is a reflexive 
Azumaya algebra which is not Azumaya in the origin. 
Nevertheless, one has the following important result due to R. Hoobler. 
THEOREM 0 (Hoobler). Jf R is a regular yffine domain, then B(R) ‘v 
Br( R). 
This result may be regarded as a noncommutative analogue of the purity 
of the branch locus [3, 1.3.71:: if an Azumaya algebra ramifies then it does 
so on a set of pure codimension one. 
Combining all this evidence, it is clear that the reflexive Brauer group is 
related to the Brauer group of the open set of regular points Xreg. 
The main result of this note shows that this is, at least cohomologically, 
correct. 
THEOREM. B(R) N Hz, (Xreg , G ,). 
Proqf: First we will show that the reflexive Brauer group is the Brauer 
group of an open set U c Xreg. 
To this end, note that Xreg is determined by an ideal I of R which is 
clearly of ht(Z) 3 2 since R is normal. Therefore, we can find elements 
u,, ~4~ E I such that ht(Ru, + Ru,) = 2. Let U be the open set determined by 
the ideal Ru, + Ru,, then U can be covered with the two affine open sets 
U, and U, where U, is determined by Ru,. 
Since the reflexive Brauer group is determined by the Brauer groups in 
the height one prime ideals we get that P(R) is the pullback 
h’(R) - fit&,) 
Now from the proof of Hoobler’s result [2] we see that we may replace the 
condition “afftne” by “localization of an affine” in the statement of 
Theorem 0. Therefore the reflexive Brauer group is the pullback 
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I I Br( U2) - Br( U, n Uz) 
By Gabber’s result, cf., e.g., [2], the Brauer group of any atfine scheme is 
equal to HZ, ( -, ~,),,,, Since all schemes occurring are regular it follows 
that H:,( -, G,,) is a torsion group because of the natural injection 
H~,(-,~,,,)~H,~,(K,~,,,)=BT(K). 
Therefore we obtain the pullback diagram 
Or, in other words, 
/?(R)=H:,(U,G,,,)=Br(U). 
The last isomorphism is by the general Gabber result and torsionness of 
the cohomology group (regular! ). 
Now we can invoke Grothendieck’s result on the cohomological purity 
of the Brauer group[ 1, III, Theoreme 6.11 to the situation UC Xreg in 
order to get that 
finishing the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. (1) The intermediate result that /I(R) N Br( U) is quite sur- 
prising. It is not difficult to extend a given reflexive Azumaya algebra to an 
Azumaya algebra on an open set determined by an ideal of ht > 2, e.g., 
because projectivity is an open condition, but to find a common open set 
for all reflexive Azumaya algebras (up to equivalence) is not so clear at first 
sight. 
(2) A natural question to ask now is whether /I(R)= Br(Xreg), i.e., 
can every reflexive Azumaya algebra be extended (up to equivalence) to an 
Azumaya algebra on the open set of regular points. The author would be 
surprised if this result holds. Possible candidates may be quotients of 
generic Clifford algebras determined by minors. They turn out to be 
reflexive Azumaya algebras and one can easily compute the codimension of 
the non-Azumaya stalks. 
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(3) At this point I would like to make the following conjecture: let R 
be a Gorenstein domain of dimension n and let /i be a reflexive Azumaya 
algebra such that the open set of Azumaya stalks is determined by an ideal 
of ht 3 [n/2], then ,4 should be a CohenMacauley module over R (?!). Of 
course such a result would be interesting for trace rings of m generic n by n 
matrices. 
(4) Let us denote by Z the closed subvariety X- Xreg, then we have 
a long exact sequence [3,111.1.25] if we denote with F&(X, -) the 
cohomology groups with support on Z (see [3, p.911): 
Pit(R) - Cl(R) - BCi( R) 
-----+ ff:,cx Gm) - fG(K,,> G,,) - %(X Gt?,) 
b Br(R) - B(R) 
Here, Hi, (Xreg, GM) ‘v Cl(R) because every regular local ring is factorial 
and Hl,( -, G,,7) classifies locally invertible modules up to isomorphism. 
Here, Br(R) N H%(X, Gm),,,, by Gabber’s result. 
By diagram-chasing one can therefore obtain also a cohomological inter- 
pretation of the rather obscure Brauer-classgroup. 
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